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Sub-dividing Text {#sec:color_subdivision} We take advantage of SWF Text to combine multiple animations together to make rich text. An example of such animation is the color animation. We apply a text animation and a color animation together to get a text with its color changing. We take a cue from the animation of the color changing of the subsurface reflectance used in Earth Globe
([Sect. \[sec:rgbt\]]{}) to make a sequence of color change of the background. With the help of the foreground and background (blue and red), we can get a text with multiple animations. As shown in [Fig. \[fig:swftxt\]]{}, this tool contains background (blue) and foreground (red) swfText actions, each with a different color. Through the SWF Text menu, a user can change the color of the text. We use
the “Color” to set the color of the text. Then, the text included in the animation will change to the color specified in the SWF text menu. To keep the color changing consistent across the animation, we should divide the animation into different color parts and use the color corresponding to each part in the menu. Otherwise, there would be gaps in the color changing. For example, the foreground has red
color, and the background has blue color, and the text color is the average of these two colors. The color changing of the text will not be continuous. In the foreground, we apply a text animation with the background color in [Fig. \[fig:swftxt\]]{} (a). In the background, we apply a background animation with the foreground color in [Fig. \[fig:swftxt\]]{} (b). Through the background 82157476af
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